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LEV ABRAMOV
President of the Institute
Socio-Cultural Management

FOREWORD

2020 for the Institute of Socio-Cultural Management
(ISCM) was not only a year of crisis related to the COVID-
19 pandemic but also a year that provided new
opportunities. We continued to work on the use of digital
tools to support public initiatives, the introduction of
public participation tools, and also trained our clients to
conduct online events effectively.

This year gave us three new projects, three new donor
organizations, with which the ISCM has begun
cooperation, as well as many interesting offline and
online meetings. We were very pleased that 2020, which
was the year of the crisis for most, was also a year of
opportunity for us. We hope that our work in this
direction was useful for all our clients. 

2020 - which was the year of the
crisis for most, was also a year of
opportunity for us. 
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ISCM

Community development is the main aim. Under community development, we see
development of people.
An indicator of measuring people's development is the level of social capital.
The level of social capital is the level of trust between people.
Our way is a support of local initiatives through Local activity centers.
The technology we use is social animation. In order for social animation to enter
communities, we train public activists.

Conducting educational events (seminars, trainings, conferences);
Development of educational and methodical manuals;
Conducting research, advocacy campaigns;
Informing the target audience (thematic websites, bulletins, press conferences);
Administration of grant programs.

MISSION AND PRIORITY
AREAS OF WORK

Institute of Socio-Cultural Management (ISCM) is a non-political, non-profit,
non-religious, non-governmental regional organization which was established
in 2000, and in 2001 was incorporated.

promote a democratic transformation of Ukrainian society by supporting community
development, independent information space and integration processes at the local
level.

MISSION

MAIN THEMATIC PRIORITIES
Community development;
Transformation of cultural institutions into the local activity centers;
Development of democratic processes;
Promotion of Euro-Atlantic integration of Ukraine.

GUIDELINES

Educational
Information
Research

ACTIVITIES

MAIN FORMS OF WORK
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ISCM TEAM
The staff of the Institute of Socio-Cultural Management (ISCM) is a team of
experienced specialists who specialize in solving socio-cultural needs of the
public. Every employee is devoted to working and is an important part of the
general work of the organization. 

Lev Abramov
Director
President of the ISCM
since 2003

Since 2001 working at the
ISCM

Oksana Naboka
Project Coordinator
Since 2010 working at the
ISCM

Anastasiia Shevchenko
Project Assistant
Since 2015 working at the ISCM

Oksana Guryaova
Scientific Advisor

Since 2015 working at the ISCM on
a civic basis

Viktoriya Vdovenko
Scientific Advisor

Since 2009 working at the ISCM
on a civic basis

Liliya Postolatiy
Volunteer
Since 2015 working at the
ISCM

Vladislav Vdovenko
Volunteer
Since 2016 working at the ISCM

Lionila Kodrik
Accountant

VOLUNTEERS
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LEVKO DOVGAN

NGO "Western-Ukrainian Resource Center",
Lviv 

OLENA KVASHA

Branch of PJSC NSTU Kirovograd
Regional Directorate”
Kropyvnytskyi

Now an expert on community media development, work with local TV and
radio companies, public speaking, and media management.

INVOLVED EXPERTS

ANDRIY KRUPYAK

NGO “Lion Society”, 
Lviv

Community development expert, facilitator, trainer on adult education in the public sphere
on various topics.

Expert in community development and implementation of public
participation tools at the local level.

ISCM
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MAIN EVENTS       
2020
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July 30, 2020
Kropyvnytskyi

From global to more localized events - on July 30, 2020, the Institute of Socio-Cultural Management held a
round table "Transition to Digital Mindset: Local Dimension" with the support of the U.S. Embassy in Ukraine.
The content of the discussion covered various areas of transformation of activities, in particular, in the public
sector, secondary and higher education, the media space, archival and political affairs. The first conceptual
issue was "Implementation of public initiatives at the local level." Participants determined that the electronic
system of relations "government-community-business" in a pandemic has its advantages in terms of reducing
corruption risks, increasing audience involvement and knowledge about their community. Covid-19 allowed us
to concentrate and take more seriously the information and knowledge we had previously received.

The second issue that was considered at the event - "Distance education - pros and cons." The public sector has
faced such a problem - what to do to achieve positive change and results while retaining the attention of the
target audience. The formats of events and their priorities have changed. In particular, the three-day trainings
turned into webinars lasting one and a half to two hours. The training programs are divided into blocks, the
participant receives homework, practices certain processes online, and directly cooperates with each other
through digital tools. The choice of different webinars opened new opportunities for learning and activities, but
against this background, there was a lot of competition for the attention of the target audience. There was a
noticeable decline in interest in online learning at the end of June, compared to March-April.

The final issue "Democracy at the local level - achievements and risks." ISKM started paying attention to the
importance of digitalization in the development of the public sector three years ago. The ability to use online
tools helps to strengthen democracy and the foundation laid in local government reform. The thesis was voiced
that in the conditions when a non-standard situation has really developed regarding the available media
resources, the authorities and local self-government have not recently had the right to have their own media
resource. Not all communities use the opportunities to spread information, even free ones. This is a question of
the positions of those who hold the "helm" in the community and this is a challenge to the next representatives
of the government offices.

ROUND TABLE
"The transition to digital mindset: the local dimension"

ISCM
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TRAININGS
"Implementation of public initiatives in the era of digitalization"

The Institute of Socio-Cultural Management conducted trainings
"Implementation of public initiatives in the era of digitalization" in
4 communities of the Kirovohrad region for 95 public activists.
Trainings were held as part of the "Transition to digital mindset"
project with the support of the US Embassy in Ukraine. Olena
Kvasha and Anastasia Shevchenko were the coaches.

The work of the participants included theoretical and practical
developments in two blocks: media literacy and digital competence.
The main basis of the training was the consideration of 10 digital
strategies.

Kirovograd region:

August 20-21, 2020
Pryyutivka, Oleksandriia district

October 17-18, 2020
Sokolivske, Kropyvnytskyi district

November 14-15, 2020
Pomichna, Dobrovelychkivka district

December 9-10, 2020
Nova Praha, Oleksandriia district

For the formation of a full idea of the condition of development of digital society, participants got acquainted with
the last researches from the sphere of digitalization in Ukraine from the Ministry of digital information, Factum
Group Ukraine, and Hootsuite. Worked "A frame of digital literacy for citizens of DigComp 2.1".  In order to gain
practical skills in the creation of visual content, the participants had an opportunity to get acquainted and
practically work with such online platforms as graphic editors of Canva, Crello, Pixlr; video editors of Quik and
Videoleap.

The second block of training was focused on the increase in the level of media literacy of participants. In particular,
participants plunged into a concept - what is information, its versions; what is the key message, the main genres,
formats of media, and new media of work. Participants worked over the "Target Audience — as well as where to find
it?", where they defined the audience, learned to adapt information messages for various types of audience. Also,
participants received practical tools for verification of information, worked "the fake or not" messages and the basic
principles of work on social networks, studied eight key principles of media literacy, the products allowing to study
better media, during the training defined the target audience to details, carried out media SWOT-analysis.

Annual report 2020
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WEBINARS
within the "The transition to digital mindset" project

One of the key activities of the "Transition to Digital Mindset"
project are the webinars "The fight against fake and
information security of the new decade - 2020" and "How to
make your initiative known?" for public activists of the
Kirovohrad region. Olena Kvasha was the moderator of the
event.

At the first webinar, participants reviewed and understood the
concepts of fake, manipulation, and "jeans" information.

Kirovograd region:

Webinar
"The fight against fake and information security
of the new decade - 2020"
November 2, 2020

  Webinar
"How to make your initiative known?"
November 19, 2020

Changing the hierarchy of events and false information.
The information provided with the assessment is too simplistic and lacks facts.
Events are covered from the wrong angle, or speculation on important information.
Abuses shocking news that distracts from the analysis of the situation as a whole.

And also, the moderator said what is definitely worth paying attention to in the information message in order to recognize
fake information. By jeans - participants considered its features and types of media materials where it can be used.
Manipulation can be found both in relations with each other and in the information space.

Participants got acquainted with the typical manifestations of manipulation in the media space:

The second webinar "How to make your initiative known?" gave participants the opportunity to understand the algorithm of
interaction with the media. An important aspect in spreading one's own initiative is self-publicity, the ways of which were
explained by the moderator. The key advice is to analyze the available media resources in the community and determine who
exactly we can turn to with a proposal to present our activities to the general public. These can be local or national TV
channels, radio, newspapers, informational Internet news portals. The media should be constantly informed about their
activities through releases, announcements, invitations to events. The moderator advised finding the relatively expert niche
or topic in which you understand and are active. This will help if you want to have your own section in print / electronic
edition. But this format of cooperation must be approached responsibly - it will be necessary to adhere to the system in the
frequency of publications.

ISCM
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ISCM held 9 seminars for public activists from November
13 to December 4, 2020, within the "Local salvation or
decentralization to finishes" partnership project of the
Konrad Adenauer Foundation and the Institute of Socio-
Cultural Management (ISCM).

At the webinars, participants had the opportunity to study
the mechanism for implementing public initiatives, which
serve as tools for action at the local level and share their
experience in implementing public initiatives under
decentralization.

Topic 1: Public examination of the activities of
local authorities. Public consultations.

Topic 2: Public hearings. Public councils.

Topic 3: General meeting of citizens at the place of
residence. Local initiative.

Dates:
1 group - November 13, 16, 18, 2020
Group 2 - November 19, 21, 23, 2020
Group 3 - November 30, December 2 and 4, 2020.

ONLINE SEMINARS
within the "Local salvation or decentralization to finishes"
project

public examination of the activities of local authorities
public consultations
public hearings
public councils
general meeting of citizens at the place of residence
local initiative

Andrey Krupyak and Levko Dovgan spoke at the seminars and shared their experiences. Public activists, representatives of
local government bodies, teachers, employees of cultural institutions were the participants of the seminars.

The mechanisms of public participation in local communities in the conditions of decentralization were discussed at the
events, namely:

Participants expressed their opinions and experiences, asked questions to the expert and suggestions. 
"For communities to have experienced moderators and facilitators, it is necessary to have opportunities to train
community activists," said one participant. Based on the results of online seminars (webinars), an electronic publication
was prepared - "Tools for public participation: a collection of webinar materials". - for general ed. L.K. Abramov -
Kropyvnytskyi: Institute of Socio-Cultural Management (ISCM), 2020. –40 p.

Annual report 2020
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the beginning of the year

Income

Expenses

Balance at
the end of the year

$31 009

$28 580

$2 565

 
96.8%

 
3.2%

 

66.9%

 

24.1%

 

8.9%

INCOME*

ISCM BUDGET IN 2020 

EXPENSES

* For the realization of the events in 2020, the Institute of Socio-Cultural Management used the funds provided by
US Embassy in Ukraine, Konrad Adenauer Foundation in Ukraine (Kyiv) within the "Local salvation or
decentralization to finishes" partnership project with ISCM, Black Sea Trust for Regional Cooperation a project of
the German Marshall Fund, and also due to charitable donations of citizens and businesses.

International donor
organizations grant

Charitable donations of
citizens and business

$1 000

$30 009

97 %

3 %

Conducting
events

$19 130

67%

Personnel salary and
the fees of the involved
experts$6 900

24 %

9 %

Other
expenses

$2 550

FINANCIAL
INFORMATION

ISCM
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STATISTICAL
INFORMATION
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3 TV and radio plots
in traditional

media

199 publications on
Internet information

resources  

6 videos on the ISCM
YouTube channel

ISCM

3 articles in
traditional media

COVERAGE OF ACTIVITY
IN MEDIA

In 2020 activity of ISCM was covered in 211 publications in the traditional media
and the Internet

Lev Abramov in the "Radio Maidan" program on the 
TV channel UA: KROPYVNYTSKY (24.02)

Interview of Lev Abramov in the program "UA:
Ukrainian Radio Kropyvnytskyi" (July 31)

Lev Abramov took part in the program “Constituency. 
Local”,on the TV channel UA: KROPYVNYTSKY(05.10).
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EDITIONS

In 2020 by the Institute of Socio-Cultural Management 8 editions have been
developed and published

NGO-Inform # 1 (58), 2020

The issue reveals important topics of public sector activity in the conditions of
COVID-19 through the prism of digitalization. It was this year that the importance of
digital thinking and the ability to use digital tools was reconsidered.

The publication was prepared within the project with the support of the US Embassy
in Ukraine.

INFORMATIONAL BULLETINS “NGO-INFORM”

NGO-Inform #2 (59), 2020
A new look at decentralization in different parts of our country. "NGO-Inform" №2
(59) includes achievements, cases, situations that we can take into consideration and
further move towards the development of already united territorial communities.

The publication was supported by the Representation of the Konrad Adenauer
Foundation in Ukraine (Kyiv).

MANUALS

The publication presents the training program “Development of public initiatives
during the digitalization era”, developed by the Institute of Socio-Cultural
Management (ISCM). The training is aimed at the formation of competence in the use
of the project approach in community development, realization of digital projects at
the local level, the embodiment of the idea of the creation of the information and
advisory center (IAC) on the basis of local cultural institution or NGO. 

Development of public initiatives during the digitalization era.
Training program, 2020

Annual report 2020
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MATERIALS OF ROUND TABLES

Quarantine restrictions have led to a reorganization of everyday life, previously
familiar to offline activities to a new landmark - online. On July 30, 2020, the
Institute of Socio-Cultural Management held a round table "Transition to Digital
Mindset: Local Dimension".

The content of the discussion touched upon various areas of transformation of
activities in the public sector, secondary and higher education, media, archival
and political affairs.

Materials of round table "Transition to digital mindset: the local
dimension", 2020

INFORMATION PUBLICATIONS: COLLECTIONS

The publication presents a collection of materials based on the many years of
experience by experts on the development of civil society at the local level in
the context of decentralization. Experts share real cases of work on
mechanisms of public participation, indicating their strengths and weaknesses
and what tools work in small communities.

Also, the description and advice on the use of a relatively new tool of public
participation such as electronic petitions are interesting. The publication will
be useful for public activists, representatives of local self-government bodies,
and everyone who is not indifferent to the development of their community.

Tools for public participation: expert experience, 2020

The publication presents methodological materials of webinars held within the
"Local salvation or decentralization to finishes" partnership project of the
Institute of Socio-Cultural Management and the Konrad Adenauer Foundation
in Ukraine (Kyiv).

The project expert group analyzed and highlighted important concepts,
strategies, and legal framework for the implementation of public participation
tools at the local level. The publication will be useful for community activists
and residents of local communities who care about the future of the community

Tools for public participation: collection of webinar materials,
2020

ISCM
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ISCM publications are in demand among scientific staff who use publications in the writing of
scientific papers: articles, research, methodological collections, etc. According to Google Scholar,
the index of bibliographic references to ISCM publications - 200 references.

https://scholar.google.com.ua/citations?user=jqa7jsAAAAAJ&hl=uk 

INFORMATION PUBLICATIONS: ANNUAL REPORTS

Річний звіт Інституту соціокультурного менеджменту (ІСКМ) за 2019
рік. Звіт відображає весь спектр діяльності організації: реалізація
соціальних проектів, проведення заходів, видавнича діяльність,
партнерська співпраця тощо. 

Особливою відмінністю й винятковістю 2019 року є кількість залучених
експертів, більшість яких пройшла навчання в рамках освітніх
проектів ІСКМ. Також у звіті представлено фінансову та організаційну
інформацію організації за 2019 рік.

Річний звіт ІСКМ 2019, ukr

Annual Report 2019 of the Institute of Socio-Cultural Management (ISCM)
shows the whole range of the organization activities: projects
implementation, events, publishing, partnerships, etc. 

The particular difference and exclusivity of 2019 is the number of experts
involved, most of whom have been trained in ISCM educational projects. The
organization’s financial and organizational information for 2019 is also
presented in the report.

Annual Report 2019

GOOGLE SCHOLAR
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PROJECTS

"Instruments for the development of the local
activity in crisis" project

"Transition to digital mindset" project

"Local salvation or decentralization to finishes"
partnership project

n 2020, the Institute of Socio-Cultural Management implemented 3 projects:

ISCM
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Project duration:
July 1, 2020 - December 31, 2020.

Source of funding:
US Embassy in Ukraine

Project budget:
$19 000 ($18 000 from the US Embassy in Ukraine; $1000 від
Institute of Socio-Cultural Management).

Project geography:
Kirovograd region.

"Transition to Digital Mindset" is the project aimed at promoting the development of local
democracy by increasing the competence of public activists of the Kirovograd region on
information support of public initiatives in communities using digital tools, creating
information and communication centers in cultural institutions.

"TRANSITION TO DIGITAL MINDSET" PROJECT

Annual report 2020
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The news about the start of the "Transition to Digital Mindset" project was published on July 1, 2020;
The competition for participation in the training within the project was announced, the application of
questionnaires lasted until July 31, 2020;
A round table "Transition to digital mindset: local dimension" was held on July 30, 2020;
A consultation meeting was held in the village. Shelter on August 3, 2020;
An electronic collection of materials of the round table "Transition to digital mindset: local dimension" was
published on August 6, 2020;
Electronic information bulletin “NGO-Inform” №1 (58) was published on August 14, 2020;
The training "Implementation of public initiatives in the era of digitalization" was held on 20-21.08.2020 in the
village of Pryyutivka, Oleksandriia district, Kirovohrad region;
A consultation meeting was held in Mala Vyska on September 11, 2020;
The training “Implementation of public initiatives in the era of digitalization” was held on October 17-18, 2020
in the village of Sokolivske, Kropyvnytskyi district, Kirovohrad region;
The webinar "Fight against fakes and information security of the new decade - 2020" was held on November
2, 2020, in Kropyvnytskyi;
The training “Implementation of public initiatives in the era of digitalization” was held on November 14-15,
2020 in Pomichna, Dobrovelychkivskyi district, Kirovohrad region;
The webinar "How to make your initiative known?" Was held on November 19, 2020, Kirovohrad region;
The training program “Development of public initiatives in the digital age” (electronic version) was published
on November 23, 2020;
The training "Implementation of public initiatives in the era of digitalization" was held on 09-10.12.2020 in the
town of Nova Praha, Oleksandriia district, Kirovohrad region.

Activities implemented within the project:

The amount of funds raised by the Institute of Socio-Cultural Management (ISCM) from local sources to co-
finance the project - $ 1000;
The total number of participants - 145 people;
Publications on the Internet - 142 publications (news, articles);
8 events were held (consultation meeting, round table, trainings, webinars);
Published 3 editions (materials of round tables, information bulletin “NGO-Inform” №1 (58), training manual);
3085 downloads of publications published on the project;
1 video on the topic of the project on local television.

Project indicators:

ISCM
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Project duration:
November 1, 2020 - December 15, 2020.

Source of funding:
Konrad Adenauer Foundation in Ukraine (Kyiv)

Project budget:
€ 4 633 

Project geography:
Ukraine

The aim of the project is to inform the public about the new opportunities provided by the
decentralization reform, training in practical tools of interaction with the authorities, and the
formation of a network of local activists on the ground.

"LOCAL SALVATION OR DECENTRALIZATION TO
FINISHES" PARTNERSHIP PROJECT

Annual report 2020
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Topic 1: Public examination of the activities of local authorities. Public consultations.
Topic 2: Public hearings. Public councils.
Topic 3: General meeting of citizens at the place of residence. Local initiative.

Three webinars were held for the first group, on November 13, 16, 18, 2020;
An electronic version of the information publication "NGO-Inform" was prepared and distributed on
the Internet on November 20, 2020;
Three webinars were held for the second group, on November 19, 21, 23, 2020.
Three webinars were held for the third group, on November 30, December 2 and 4, 2020.
Prepared and distributed on the Internet edition Tools for public participation: experience of
experts, December 11, 2020;
Prepared and distributed on the Internet edition "Tools for public participation: a collection of
webinar materials", December 15, 2020.

The "Local salvation or decentralization to finishes" partnership project included the series of online
seminars for public activists (three groups of participants, three online seminars for each) on the
following topics:

Activities implemented within the project:

ISCM
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Project duration:
December 1, 2020 - April 1, 2021.

Source of funding:
Black Sea Trust for Regional Cooperation

Project budget:
€ 7671

Project geography:
Kirovograd, Dnipropetrovsk, Mykolaiv, Kyiv, Poltava, Cherkasy,
Chernivtsi, Khmelnitsky regions

The aim of the project is to increase the professionalism of 20 civic activists from rural
communities (Kirovograd, Dnipropetrovsk, Mykolaiv, Kyiv, Poltava, Cherkasy, Chernivtsi,
Khmelnitsky regions) in using online tools to attract the residents of their communities to
have an active social life during the COVID-19 crisis.

"INSTRUMENTS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
LOCAL ACTIVITY IN CRISIS" PROJECT

Annual report 2020
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The public was informed about the start of the project "Tools for the development of local activity in
a crisis" on the website of ISKM (16.12.20);
The competition for participation in webinars "How to conduct effective webinars?" (16.12.20);

Activities implemented within the project:

The number of participants was selected - 20 people;
Publications posted within the project - 13;
Number of covered areas - 8;
Number of covered communities - 14;
Prepared information materials on digital community development - 1.

Indicators of project implementation (as of 31.12.2020):

Conducting two webinars for 20 participants on "How to conduct effective webinars?";
Presentation of four webinars created by project participants on aspects of interest to communities
during the COVID-19 pandemic;
Inform the public about current digital opportunities by distributing nine information materials about
online work and the opportunities associated with it during a pandemic;
Publication of an electronic collection of information materials on digital community development and
online events.

Plans by the project for 2021:

ISCM
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INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Oksana Naboka was trained at the "School of
Information and Communication", which was
implemented by the NGO "Tamarisk" (Dnipro)

Oksana took part in a series of trainings and
webinars, and, "armed" with the acquired
knowledge and with the support by the NGO
"Tamarisk", had the opportunity to hold an
information session "Digital technologies in the
work of public activists" on September 5, 20 in
Kropyvnytskyi.

ISKM staff was trained in the webinar "How to
work with Google tools for non-profit
organizations."

During the webinar, examples of using the tools
offered by Google to solve everyday problems of
non-profit organizations in Ukraine were
presented by speakers.

Anastasiia Shevchenko took part in
IX Civil Society Development Forum on
"Immunity to Illusions",

The forum took the form of an All-Ukrainian
telethon that brought together all regions of the
country. At the event have discussed the risks of
the collapse of democracy, the values of civil
society, and non-standard sources of funding for
civic initiatives.

December 17, 2020, Kropyvnytskyi

August 4, 2020, Kropyvnytskyi

2019-2020, Dnipro

Annual report 2020
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FEEDBACK OF PROJECTS
PARTICIPANTS

ISCM
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PARTNERS
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“Institute of Socio-Cultural Management” website www.iscm.org.ua 
“Centers of Local Activity of Ukraine” website www.lacenter.org.ua 
“Success stories of NGO activity of in the socio-cultural sphere” website
www.lac.org.ua 

Facebook Page of the Institute of Socio-Cultural Management
www.facebook.com/pages/Інститут-соціокультурного-менеджменту 
Group “Centers of Local Activity of Ukraine”
www.facebook.com/groups/adm.iscm 
YouTube

Instagram ISCM (NGO.ISCM)

Office address
25000 office №1 (2 floor), Oleh Olzych street, 75-а, Kropyvnytskyi, Ukraine
 
E-mail
adm.iscm@gmail.com
 
Web Resources of ISCM

 
Social networks

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYO1shqdEf69uBtUNeszpqg  

CONTACT INFORMATION

Річний звіт 2020
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